Come and play

Hi! I'm Ann.
I've got two cars and four guitars.

Hi! I'm Tom!
I've got three kites and a yellow bike.
Come and play with me today!

And hi! I'm Tom!
I've got some bats and some funny red hats!

I've got five ducks and two big trucks.
Come and play with me today!
My name's Sue and his name's Pat. We've got a doll and an ugly blue troll!

We've got lots of pets too and they can play with you!
We've got a cat, a dog and three green frogs.
So come and play with us today!
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New words for you!

Draw lines.

This is a bat.

This is a troll.

This is a wizard.

These are my pets.

What are the children’s names?

Write their names on the lines.

Example: Her name is Ann

1 His name is ..................
2 Her name is ..................
3 His name is ..................
4 My name is ..................

Who has got the hats?

Write the correct name next to numbers 1–6.

Example: Tom has got the hats.

1 ..................... has got the lizard.
2 ..................... has got the ducks.
3 ..................... has got the doll.
4 ..................... has got the guitars.
5 ..................... has got the bats.
6 ..................... has got the bike.
This is a bike.

Put a tick (✔) or a cross (✘) in the box.

Examples:

This is a bike. ✔

This is a bike ✘

1 This is a car. ☐

2 This is a boy. ☐

3 This is a truck. ☐

4 This is a girl. ☐

5 This is a ball. ☐

6 This is a kite. ☐

One robots. Two robots.

Look at the picture. Write the words.

The robots have got one b  □  □, one b  □□□□□, one k  □□□□□, one g  □□□□□ and one d  □□□□□.

The robots have got two h  □□□□□ and two b  □□□□□.

The robots have got three d  □□□□□, four p  □□□□□□□□□ and five b  □□□□□□ too!
We’ve got a dog!

Look at the pictures. What have you got?

1

2

Sue has got a red pencil.

Look and read. Write yes or no.

Examples: The children have got a cat. yes
The cat has got a toy mouse. no

1 Sue has got a blue pencil. .......... 
2 The children have got two bats. .......... 
3 The big robot has got five pencils. .......... 
4 Tom has got a book about a robot. .......... 
5 The children have got two ugly trolls. .......... 
6 The trolls have got blue hats. .......... 

Now listen and colour the robots.